DEVOICING, ASPIRATION, AND VOWEL SPLIT IN HAROI: EVIDENCE FOR REGISTER (CONTRASTIVE TONGUE-ROOT POSITION)

ERNEST W. LEE

0. INTRODUCTION

Haroi has the most complex vowel system of any Chamic language, having eleven simple vowel positions plus length contrast, glided vowels, and nasalisation (cf. Mundhenk in this volume). Contrast this with Roglai which has six simple vowels plus length and nasalisation. The Roglai vowel inventory quite closely parallels the vowel inventory reconstructed for Proto-Chamic (Lee 1966). At least part of the inventory of vowels in Haroi came from the splitting of vowels of the reconstructed Proto-Chamic. The most obvious split, because of its frequency, is the development of Haroi 괴 (a glide from high central unrounded to a neutral central quality) and ㅏ, both from PC ㅏ. The development of 괴 shows a clear connection with a preceding Proto-Chamic voiced obstruent in the majority of instances, but in other instances 괴 is connected with a preceding Proto-Chamic high vocoid (either syllabic or non-syllabic). Either the voiced obstruent or the high vocoid, however, may be separated from the affected vowel by one to three phonetic segments. In addition the reconstructed voiced obstruents regularly show up as voiceless (except those which are preglottalised) and often as aspirated in Haroi.

The purposes of this paper are: 1) To note the various historical developments of devoicing, aspiration, and vowel split in Haroi. 2) To postulate that a single feature of tongue-root position (with probable concomitant larynx lowering) as a register system which originated from obstruent voicing and vowel height can alone account for all of these diverse developments that otherwise appear to be motivationally unrelated.
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and also account for the apparent distance of the motivating feature from the affected segment. 3) To suggest that devoicing of the syllable initial obstruents may actually be caused by tongue-root advancement.

1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS

1.1. DEVOICING

Of the Chamic languages, devoicing\(^2\) of syllable initial voiced obstruents (Rule 1)\(^3\) has occurred in Eastern Cham (Doris Blood 1962.12), Western Cham (Hor and Friberg, in this volume), Cat Gia Roglai (my own word lists) and in Haroi (word list by Hella Goschnick and from examples given by Mundhenk in this volume).

Rule 1. *\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{cons} \\
-\text{son} \\
+\text{vd}
\end{array}
\] → \[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{cons} \\
-\text{son} \\
-\text{vd}
\end{array}
\] / . _

The evidence for reconstruction of voiced obstruents for Proto-Chamic is twofold: 1) Other Chamic languages as Rade, Jorai, and Northern Roglai have both voiced and voiceless obstruents for the lexical items reflected only by voiceless stops in Haroi and Cham: PC *dlai, Rade dlie, Jorai dlai, Roglai dlai, Haroi tiəlai 'forest'; PC *tlau, Rade tlau, Jorai tlau, Roglai tlau, Haroi tiəlu 'to laugh'. 2) Many of the items are of Austronesian origin and voiced obstruents have been reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian. These contrast with voiceless obstruents: PA *pajay, PC *padəi, Haroi pathəi 'unhusked rice'.

Other examples of devoicing in Haroi are: 1) In the presyllable (any non-ultimate syllable): PC *dərah, Haroi čariəh 'blood'; PC *danəu, Haroi čəntəu 'pond'. 2) In the main syllable (the stressed ultimate syllable): PC *kəbəu, Haroi kəphəu 'water buffalo'; PC *həbəu, Haroi ?əphəu 'ashes'; PC *bəlah, Haroi pləəh 'to split'; PC *bras, Haroi prəəh 'husked rice'; PC *təuga, Haroi ?əkə 'root'.

Proto-Chamic preglottalised stops do not devoice, but in these cases the voiced elements are not syllable initial: PC *jaʔbəu, Haroi čəbu 'to dry (in sun)'; PC *paʔdəʔə, Haroi pədəʔə 'hot' (Haroi /b/ and /d/ are phonetically preglottalised).

1.2. ASPIRATION

The obstruents which devoiced in Haroi also regularly became aspirated if the obstruent was immediately preceding the vowel of the main syllable of the word (Rule 2): PC *kəbəu, Haroi kəphəu 'water buffalo'; PC *pəbəu, Haroi pəphəu 'mouth'; PC *dəda, Haroi čəθəiə 'ghost'; PC *həbəu, Haroi ?əphəu 'ashes'; PC *bəpə, Haroi pləəʔə 'full'; PC *dəgiə, Haroi
čakhii 'tooth'; PC *ʔadəl, Haroi Ḟaṭhii 'younger sibling'.

\[
\text{Rule 2. } * \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ +\text{vd} \end{bmatrix} \to \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ -\text{vd} \\ +\text{asp} \end{bmatrix} /_{-\text{VC}_0} \]

The alveo-palatal PC *j would appear to have become first aspirated and then later became an alveopalatal fricative [ʃ] alternating with an affricate [tʃ] (cf. Mundhenk in this volume): PC *hujān, Haroi Ḟasiān (s=[ʃa-tʃ]) 'rain'.

A Proto-Chamic voiced obstruct in a presyllable before a main syllable beginning with the liquid /l/ is also reflected by aspiration in Haroi: PC *jaḷān, Haroi čaḷān [tyha-li-an] 'road'.

In the other positions the obstruent simply deviates without concomitant aspiration: 1) Preceding a consonant in the main syllable as in PC *dlaɪ, Haroi tläi 'forest'; PC *blaɪ, Haroi p莉 'to buy'; PC *braɪ, Haroi p莉 'to give'; PC *braʃ, Haroi priŋ 'husked rice'; 2) Presyllable preceding non-liquids as in PC *dαιa, Haroi čанау 'pond'; PC *buŋa, Haroi paŋə 'flower'.

1.3. VOWEL SPLIT

1.3.1. Related to voiced feature of preceding obstruent

Along with the devocing of the obstruents in Haroi is a consistent split of vowels. From the word list available, the most evident shift (Rule 3) is that main syllable PC *a (long or short, oral or nasal) went to iə (a high central unrounded vowel glide to a neutral central vowel): PC *hujān, Haroi Ḟasiān 'rain', PC *dlaɪ, Haroi tläi 'forest'; PC *padai, Haroi pathlai 'unhusked rice'. The shift of main syllable *a to iə takes place not only where there is a devoced obstruent in the main syllable as above, but also where there is a more remote devoced obstruent in the presyllable: PC *günəm, Haroi kanjam 'cloud'; PC *buŋa, Haroi paŋə 'flower'; PC *bala, Haroi paḷa 'tusk'; PC *jaḷān, Haroi čaḷān 'road'.

\[
\text{Rule 3. } *a \rightarrow iə / \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ +\text{vd} \end{bmatrix} x_{-\text{VC}_0} \]

Proto-Chamic murmured stops (phonemicised as stop plus h) do not show the same effect on vowels which suggests that they either devoced earlier than the plain voiced stops or that the devocing preceded the development of the aspiration of 1.2.: PC *jhət, Haroi saṭ 'bad'; PC *ʔugha, Haroi Ḟakha 'root'.
If there was no original voiced obstruent between an original voiceless obstruent and the main syllable vowel, then the main syllable *a did not shift (Rule 4): PC *pinaŋ, Haroi panaŋ 'areca nut'; PC *taŋai, Haroi čakai 'leg'; PC mata, Haroi mata 'eye'; PC *tlau, Haroi tlau 'to laugh'; PC *rusa, Haroi lasa 'deer'.

Rule 4. \( *a \rightarrow a / +\text{cons} \ 
\ 
-\text{son} \ 
\ 
-\text{vd} \ 
\ 
\times_{C_0} \# \)

Less common, but still quite evident is the reflection of PC *ei by *i where there was a preceding voiced obstruent in the proto-language (Rule 5), but by *i when there was a preceding voiceless obstruent (Rule 6): PC *digei, Haroi čakhi 'tooth'; PC *brei, Haroi prii 'to give'; PC *adei, Haroi ?athii 'younger sibling'; PC *blei, Haroi plii 'to buy'; but PC *kumel, Haroi kamol 'female'; PC *šel, Haroi lašoi 'cooked rice' (PC *ei reflects Proto-Austronesian *-ih in all of these examples).

Rule 5. \( *ei \rightarrow ii / +\text{cons} \ 
\ 
-\text{son} \ 
\ 
+\text{vd} \ 
\ 
\times_{\#} \)

Rule 6. \( *ei \rightarrow oi / +\text{cons} \ 
\ 
-\text{son} \ 
\ 
-\text{vd} \ 
\ 
\times_{\#} \)

Proto-Chamic *eu apparently was reflected only by au (Rule 7) at some stage with a subsequent shift of au to iau (Rule 8) along with the shift of *a to ia in the same environments described above: PC *habaeu, Haroi ?aphau 'ashes'; PC *bahreu, Haroi pariau 'new'; PC *bilaeu, Haroi paliau 'feather'; but PC *pateu, Haroi patau 'stone'; PC *kakeu, Haroi kakau 'claw, nail'; PC *asaeu, Haroi ?asau 'dog'.

Rule 7. \( *eu \rightarrow au \)

Rule 8. \( *au \rightarrow iau / +\text{cons} \ 
\ 
-\text{son} \ 
\ 
+\text{vd} \ 
\ 
\times_{\#} \)

Proto-Chamic *u is reflected by u in Haroi following reconstructed syllable initial voiced obstruents (Rule 9), but by ō following syllable initial voiceless obstruents (Rule 10): PC *tiu, Haroi čsuh 'seven'; PC *iduŋ, Haroi ?athuŋ 'nose'; but PC *pitə, Haroi pato? 'star'; PC *thun, Haroi thon 'year'; PC *apui, Haroi ?apoi 'fire'.
Rule 9.  \[ *u \rightarrow u / \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ +\text{vd} \end{bmatrix} x_{-C_0}^# \]

Rule 10.  \[ *u \rightarrow \hat{o} / \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ -\text{vd} \end{bmatrix} x_{-C_0}^# \]

Similarly \(*i\) is reflected by \(i\) following reconstructed syllable initial voiced obstruents (Rule 11), but by \(\hat{e}\) (ëy before \(?\)) following syllable initial voiceless obstruents (Rule 12)\(^5\): PC \(*\text{ʔabih}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔaphih} 'all'\); but PC \(*\text{čim}, \text{Haroi }\text{čem} 'bird'\); PC \(*\text{tasi?}, \text{Haroi }\text{časëy?} 'ocean'.

Rule 11.  \[ *i \rightarrow i / \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ +\text{vd} \end{bmatrix} x_{-C_0}^# \]

Rule 12.  \[ *i \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \hat{e} \\
\text{ëy} \end{array} \right\} / \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ -\text{vd} \end{bmatrix} x_{-C_0}^\{?\} \]

1.32. Related to height feature of preceding vocoid

Not all of the vowel splits occur where there has been voicing of obstruents involved; the same splits appear to be related to the height feature of a preceding vocoid if the onset of neither the presyllable nor the main syllable began with an obstruent.

As following a reconstructed voiced obstruent, so following a high vocoid, PC \(*a\) in the main syllable is replaced by \(i\) if there are no voiceless obstruents preceding the \(*a\) within the phonotactical word. Hence Rule 13 assumes the previous application of Rule 4. The following examples are exhaustive for the data available: 1) Following a high vocoid in the presyllable: PC \(*\text{ʔinä}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔanta} 'female animal'\); PC \(*\text{ʔumän}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔamän} 'elephant'\); PC \(*\text{ʔumäʔ}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔamäʔ} 'fat'\); PC \(*\text{ʔimä}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔamä} 'five'\); PC \(*\text{ʔumä}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔamä} 'field'\); PC \(*\text{ʔula}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔalä} 'snake'\); 2) Following the semivowel \(y\) as onset of a monosyllabic word: PC \(*\text{ʔño}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔaŋ} 'god, spirit'\); PC \(*\text{ʔaŋ}, \text{Haroi }\text{ʔau} 'to count'.

There are no examples of syllable initial \(y\) following a presyllable without an obstruent and no examples of \(w\) as onset of a monosyllabic word, but syllable initial \(w\) following a presyllable appears not to affect the following vowel: PC \(*\text{hawai}, \text{Haroi }\text{havai} 'mattan'\); PC \(*\text{ʔawa}, \text{Haroi }\text{va} 'uncle'.

Rule 13.  \[ *a \rightarrow i/a / \left\{ \begin{array}{l} C_1 \\
\# \end{array} \right\} \begin{bmatrix} +\text{cons} \\ -\text{son} \\ +\text{high} \end{bmatrix} x_{-C_0}^\{C_1\} \]
The following sets show the contrast of reflexes of PC *a following high and low vocoids: PC *?i?nä, Haroi ?anía 'female animal' and PC *?a?näk, Haroi ?ana? 'offspring'; PC *humä, Haroi hamía 'field' and PC *?ama, Haroi ?ama 'father'. (The Proto-Chamic forms above have the same vowel in the presyllables as Proto-Austronesian.)

The following sets are those with high vocoid and reconstructed voiceless obstruents in either syllable preceding the *a which is not replaced by ia: PC *tupa?, Haroi čapa? 'straight, right'; PC *?user, Haroi ?asal 'seed, flesh'; PC *sula, Haroi hala 'leaf'; PC *tuláŋ, Haroi calàŋ 'bone'.

The evidence for most of the other vowels is not available from the word lists except that PC *ia is reflected by ia as expected in one example: PC *lumiä?, Haroi lamia? 'to put away'.

Finally, it should be noted that several of the examples from 1.31. could also be repeated in 1.32. since words like Haroi ?asan from PC *hujān 'rain' and Haroi pañía from PC *buña 'flower' reflect forms with both a preceding voiced obstruent and a preceding high vocoid.

2. MOTIVATING FACTOR(S) FOR VOWEL SPLIT AND ASPIRATION

On the surface it would appear that the voicing of the obstruent or perhaps devising was the motivating factor in the development of aspiration and vowel split in Haroi, but this could not account for the parallel vowel split connected with preceding high vocoids.

Even if we posit voicing as the conditioning factor in some cases and vocoid height in other cases, there are still several unanswered problems: 1) Is not a shift from a voiced stop to a voiceless aspirated stop (e.g. *b to pʰ) an unnatural sound change? 2) What physiological feature of voicing can cause a vowel to become higher and glided? 3) How can voicing and/or vocoid height affect the quality of a segment removed from it by as many as three intervening segments? 4) What physiological features do high vocoids and voiced obstruents share that would enable them to have the same effect on the following vowels?

I will attempt to demonstrate that all of the questions can be answered by positing register as a feature of some earlier stage of Haroi although it does not appear to be currently a feature of Haroi. This possibility was suggested from reading Gregerson's (1976) discussion of tongue-root as a feature in Mon-Khmer. Although Haroi is not Mon-Khmer, it is located in a Mon-Khmer milieu and both Western and Eastern Cham to which Haroi is closely related also have register systems. Following Gregerson and others, I assume tongue-root advancement (TRA) v. tongue-root retraction (TRR) to be the primary physiological factor...
involved in register systems of Southeast Asia. Gregerson (1976:345-6) states:

"In view of these observations it seems possible to suggest that the advancement or retraction of the tongue-root can constitute a major air stream regulator. In a forward position the tongue body ideally raises vowel height, produces enlarged resonant pharynx cavity, and permits the uninhibited flow of air through the glottis for voicing of consonants. Conversely, in a retracted posture the tongue body lowers the tongue height, reduces the pharyngeal resonance, and restricts the flow of air thereby producing a voiceless state for consonants."

2.1. SHIFT FROM VOICED STOPS TO VOICELESS UNASPIRATED STOPS IS UNNATURAL?

Gandour (1974a:347) attempts to resolve the problem of having an unnatural sound change *b to pʰ etc. for the Tai languages by positing a series of murmured consonants h, etc. rather than plain voiced stops so that the change can follow a "...natural line of phonetic development - *b [I am sure he intended h] → pʰ → pʰ → p..." (some Tai languages retain pʰ as a reflex). This would leave the Proto-Tai system with a series of murmured stops but apparently with no plain voiced stops.

Such a solution does not seem feasible for Haroi. Murmured stops need to be reconstructed for Proto-Chamic because of evidence in Cham, Roglai, and Rade. For Cham the murmured stops are reflected only in the use of voiced aspirated symbols in the script, but Rade and Roglai both retain murmured stops. As might be expected the murmured stops are much less frequent than the plain voiced stops in these languages. In Haroi the Proto-Chamic murmured stops (phonemised as stop plus h) are reflected by voiceless aspirated stops except for PC *jh which is reflected by s. This shift to voiceless aspirated stops and s appears to have preceded the development of tongue-root contrast since the vowels following Proto-Chamic murmured stops are unaffected.

In addition to the murmured stops simple voiced stops are reconstructed for Proto-Chamic and many of these are in lexical items for which simple voiced stops are also reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian. It would seem unwise to posit these as murmured in both Proto-Austronesian and Proto-Chamic in order to account for Haroi aspiration. Rather, the TRA feature such as I am positing for an earlier stage of Haroi is often described for Southeast Asian languages as being breathy (cf. Cambodian, Hre, Jeh (Gregerson 1976:323,8)).

The actual physical properties of TRA and TRR vary from language to language and from one stage to another in the same language without loss of the TRA-TRR contrast (cf. Kenneth D. Smith, 1968). Hence, it would be very natural for Haroi to develop breathiness as a part of the TRA.
2.2. How Can Obstruent Voicing Motivate Vowel Heightening and Gliding?

Gregerson (1976:330-6) asks the same question and answers it in considerable detail with evidence which is not repeated here. He concluded that both vowel heightening and centering glides (cf. Cambodian (Gregerson, 1976:323)) are also normal concomitants of a TRA feature.

It is not then the voicing of the obstruent but the TRA feature which produces the vowel heightening and gliding. This accounts for the Haroi centering glide *a from PC *a. Assuming PC *i and *u to have already had a relatively advanced tongue-root position, the development of the Haroi phonemes i and u reflect the TRA feature and the phonemes ê and ö reflect the TRR feature with which vowel lowering is associated. This assumes that at some stage what is now reflected as *a, i, u and a, ê, ö were subsets of high v. low or tense v. lax allophones of a single set of vowels with TRA-TRR being the conditioning factor. With the loss of TRA-TRR as a contrastive feature, two separate series of vowel phonemes developed.

2.3. How Can Voicing or Vocoid Height Affect Remote Segments?

The affected vowel in the Haroi splits was always the nucleus of the main syllable, but the voiced obstruent or high vocoid of Proto-Chamic connected with the shift could be the initial segment of the main syllable, the nucleus of the presyllable, or the onset of the presyllable. It is not natural for a segment so far removed to affect another segment. Rather the conditioning factor needs to be one which belongs to a larger unit. Register is normally a feature of an entire syllable or phonological word because of the slower movement of the tongue-root (cf. Gregerson 1976:358ff.). Hence it becomes natural for a presyllable which is TRA to cause a following syllable to also become TRA or for a presyllable which is TRR to cause a following syllable to become TRR.

2.4. What Common Denominator Do High Vocoids and Voiced Obstruents Have to Produce Identical Sound Change?

Gregerson suggests that we

"...assume that, rather than several register features issuing from the one voiced:voiceless in some sequential sense, all the features (voicing, pitch, vowel aperture, and voice quality) coexisted (as in modern M'ong) constituting a multi-
feature prosodic opposition dichotomizing all syllables (or phonological words). It is suggested that all of these phonetic features are effects of an underlying opposition between tongue-root advancement vs. tongue-root retraction. Voiced initials are an effect of advancement and voiceless initials of retraction of the tongue body." (343)

I would rather assume that all of these features potentially existed as manifestations of TRA v. TRR rather than assuming that all of them had to coexist at any one time. I would further posit that the TRA-TRR contrast in the precursor of present day Harol did develop from the voicing contrast and the vocoid height contrast.

High vocoids tend to have greater tongue-root advancement than low vocoids. This is supported by the electromyographic research of Smith and Hirano (1968:147) who state:

"The posterior of the genioglossus [the principal tongue muscle which pulls the root forward] shows marked activity for high vowels and 'lingual' consonants. This muscle is consistently and reliably more active for the tense, high vowels i, e, and u than their lax counterparts i, e, and u. All other things being equal, the activity is greater for phonologically high vowels than for lower vowels."

For the stops, however, Timothy S. Smith (1971:63) found that the mid-pharyngeal width is greater for voiced stops than voiceless stops (as others have already noted), but he also found that it is not attributable to muscular activity. He observed that

"...the activity of the posterior genioglossus muscle during the voiced alveolar stops [of English] was not significantly different from the activity during the voiceless stops. In fact the voiceless stops often showed slightly greater activity."

He also observed that the widening cannot be from depression of the hyoid bone either since the hyoid bone was 4 mm higher for the voiced stop than for the voiceless. He then concluded that "the widening of the pharyngeal cavity during voiced stops is primarily due to the passive reaction of the non-tensed vocal tract." (65)

This appears to suggest that any tongue-root advancement for English voiced stops is passive. I would suggest that perhaps for Proto-Austronesian and perhaps also for Proto-Chamic a similar situation may have existed but that somewhere along the line, the passive advancement of the tongue-root conditioned by the increase in supraglottal pressure attained in the production of voiced obstruents became an active TRA feature and then that the TRA feature associated with voicing and the TRA feature associated with vowel height merged and became a feature of the syllable contrasting with TRR of all other syllables. It is very likely that larynx lowering accompanied the TRA feature as in the Mon-Khmer languages of the area. Gregerson has noted that larynx lowering
and the TRA feature are natural concomitants and so form an unmarked relationship.

It is acknowledged here that at least one other Austronesian language outside the Chamic group undoubtedly does have a register system. Catford (1964) mentions larynx lowering, but does not mention the tongue-root in his discussion of Javanese. His general description, however, has the classic earmarks of a register system. He says:

"Lowered-larynx sounds occur (in phonological opposition to normal or raised-larynx sounds) in Javanese. Here the stops and affricates commonly written b, d, ð, dj, g are, like the corresponding series, p, t, ð, tj, k, completely voiceless: the series b, d, etc., however, are produced with the larynx considerably lowered (a downward-forward displacement of the hyoid bone of up to about 1 cm can easily be observed). During the stops this produces no acoustic or auditory effect, but the lowered larynx position persists into the following vowel, where it can be observed acoustically as a downward shift of formant 1, and auditorily as a 'muffled' or 'centralized' vowel quality." (34-35)

The factors which I have posited for the origin of the TRA-TRR contrast must be ranked to show which syllable became TRA and which TRR. Rules 14 and 15, in which $S$ = syllable and $x$ = any or no string, are ordered.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rule 14.} & \quad *S \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\# & \text{TRA if} \\
+\text{son} & \text{TRA if} \\
+\text{high} & \text{RRR if} \\
+\text{cons} & \\
+\text{son} & \\
+\text{vd} & \\
+\text{cons} & \\
-\text{son} & \\
-\text{vd} & \\
-\text{cons} & \end{cases} \ x \\
\text{Rule 15.} & \quad *S \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
+\text{syl} & \text{TRA if} \\
-\text{cons} & \text{TRA if} \\
+\text{high} & \\
+\text{syl} & \text{RRR if} \\
-\text{cons} & \\
-\text{high} & \\
-\text{cons} & \end{cases} \ x
\end{align*}
\]

Rule 14 generates a TRA syllable if the syllable began with a nonsyllabic high vocoid or a voiced obstruent and a TRR syllable if it began with a voiceless obstruent. For the remaining syllables, Rule 15 generates a TRA syllable if the nucleus was a high vocoid and a TRR syllable if the nucleus was a low vocoid.

At the first stage of the TRA-TRR contrast then, there would have been two possibilities for monosyllabic words: TRA and TRR. Disyllabic
words would have had four possibilities: TRA+TRA, TRA+TRR, TRR+TRA, and TRR+TRR. Eventually, however, the four possibilities began to merge leaving only two. This merger was undoubtedly due to the sluggish nature of tongue-root movement. Figure 1 shows the direction of merger of the tongue-root feature; the vertical arrows indicate the direction of merger if the main syllable initial consonant was not an obstructuent and the horizontal arrows indicate the direction if the main syllable initial consonant was an obstructuent. The resultant words were either TRA+TRA or TRR+TRR which elevated the register system from a syllable to a word level feature with TRA and TRR phonological words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>Syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre Main</td>
<td>Pre Main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA + TRA</td>
<td>TRR + TRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA + TRR</td>
<td>TRR + TRR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. DIRECTION OF MERGER OF TONGUE-ROOT FEATURE.

After the development of aspiration of the initial stop of the main syllable of TRA words, the loss of voicing of the stops, and the merger of presyllable high vowels with the presyllable low vowels, and the split of the main syllable vowels, the TRA-TRR contrast itself was lost leaving only the indelible traces in the new vowel set and in the aspirated stops.

One puzzling factor that remains is whether Cham and the Haroi precursor developed register together or whether it was an independent development in each. The difficulty in trying to make it a shared innovation stemming from the era when they were still one language is that Northern Roglai which is evidently much closer to Cham than either Cham or Northern Roglai is to Haroi shows no evidence that I have been able to observe of a register system. Voiced stops are retained as simple voiced stops, the vowel system is no more complex than Proto-Chamic with no evidence of allophones having any relation to preceding obstruents or high vocoids, and with a high-low contrast of vowels in the presyllable retained. Southern Roglai which is closer to Cham does, on the other hand, give some evidence of tongue-root placement in the allophones of vowels.

The one possible bit of evidence for tongue-root involvement that pervades most of the Chamic languages is that voiceless stops in the presyllable reflect Proto-Austronesian voiced stops if the main syllable
begins with a voiceless obstruent. Rade, however, appears not to have this shift although the extensive reduction of presyllables in Rade obscures the picture: PA *depaion + Rade ?epa 'span' which clearly reflects a voiced consonant since an intermediate stage with t- in the presyllable would have been expected to become k- in Rade. (Rade ?e is the normal reflex of any presyllable beginning with a voiced coronal regardless of the quality of the following vowel.)

3. MOTIVATING FACTOR(S) FOR DEVOICING

One intriguing factor which interests me is the widespread devoicing of syllable initial stops (throughout the Southeast Asian area) in connection with the development of register or tone. Some of the examples are Chinese (Cheng and Wang, 1970), Cambodian (cf. Gregerson, 1976:342), Mon (cf. Gregerson, 1976:342), Tai (Li, 1954), Cham, Haroi, and others. Gregerson (1976:351-7) discusses in detail the relationship of pitch (as well as the factors already covered in this paper) to tongue-root position and does not need to be discussed further.

The question I want to pose is: Why does language after language devoice the syllable initial stops (including, at least in Cham and Haroi, intervocalic stops which one would not have expected to devoice) as the register or tone system develops? This is especially relevant in light of Gregerson's suggestion that the advanced tongue-root "permits the uninhibited flow of air through the glottis for voicing of consonants." (1976:346). If the advanced tongue-root produces a situation favourable for voicing, why do languages like Haroi and Cham devoice stops when other Chamic languages like Northern Roglai and Rade that have little or no evidence of active tongue-root involvement do not devoice? (I have already mentioned that the voiced stops reconstructed for Proto-Chamic are firmly supported by evidence from the widespread Austronesian language family.)

So far Cheng and Wang (1970:CW10) are the only ones I have found who consider the question. They offer no answer but simply say:

"Nonetheless, it remains to be discovered what were the exact physical characteristics that the oblique tone had which facilitate the devoicing of the initial consonant."

I do not claim to have a definitive answer to the question, but am suggesting that there is something physiological about active tongue-root advancement which facilitates devoicing.

Voicing is a marked feature (relative to laryngeal activity). It is natural for sonorants, but extra muscular activity is required in the larynx to produce voicing for obstruents which have a major constriction
in the oral cavity (cf. Chomsky and Halle, 1968:300-1).

While tongue-root advancement widens the pharyngeal cavity, it also stretches the vocal cords (cf. Ladefoged, 1971:7 and Ohala and Ladefoged, 1970:13) apparently making maintenance of obstruent voicing more difficult. Timothy S. Smith's findings concerning the tendency for slightly greater activity of the genioglossus muscle for voiceless stops than for voiced stops would tend to support the possibility that tongue-root advancement as well as tongue-root retraction is more favourable to voicelessness of obstruents than to voicing.

If, as I have suggested for the precursor of Haroi, passive enlargement of the pharyngeal cavity with the tongue-root pushed forward provided the impetus for the development of an active tongue-root advancement, then it is highly possible that as tongue-root advancement took over the contrastive function formerly carried by the voicing, the marked feature of voicing yielded to the unmarked feature of voicelessness even in intervocalic position. In other words, obstruent voicing is best maintained in the environment of a neutral or relaxed tongue-root position rather than when it is actively advanced or retracted. It should be noted, however, that as long as the TRA-TRR contrast is maintained, the actual tongue musculature and pharyngeal cavity for the originally contrastive series of obstruents will be quite different even though acoustically and auditorily the same. The acoustic and auditory difference will only be evident from segments in the rest of the syllable (cf. Catford, 1964:34-5).
NOTES

1. I gratefully acknowledge Kenneth J. Gregerson's paper (1976) on
tongue-root and register in Mon-Khmer and the very stimulating discus-
sions with him which put me on the track in developing this paper and
which has provided me with the foundation upon which I build. I also
appreciate the helpful comments received from Kenneth L. Pike, David D.
Thomas and Hella Goschnick. Without Goschnick's Haroi word list and
Tegenfeldt's description of the Haroi phonemes, the latter of which is
included in this volume, this study would not have been possible.

2. See also Note 6 and the final paragraph of section 2.4. for an ex-
ample of devoicing involving more of the Chamic languages.

3. Most notations follow Schane (1973) in the rules in this paper with
the addition that x is used to indicate any or no string and the period
(.) is used to indicate syllable boundary which may be coterminus with
the boundary of any larger phonological unit.

4. Mundhenk analyses this as an allophone of the simple stop rather
than as phonemic aspiration since it is non-contrastive in this position.
Contrast this with Haroi čathia 'chest' and čakhii 'tooth' above where
the č is not aspirated.

5. In rules 12 and 13, the subscript numeral before and after the braces
is used, following Harms (1968:59), to indicate that the top line in each
set of braces is to be read as part of one environment and the bottom
line in each set of braces as part of another environment.

6. Alternatively, it is possible that there was no assimilation or
merger if the main syllable began with an obstruent, but there is some
evidence from the other Chamic languages supporting a regressive tongue-
root assimilation (see final paragraph of this section).
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